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WASHINGTON
A special prosecutor has end-

ed his four-year investigation
into possible FBI misconduct in
its probe of ties between Russia
and Donald Trump’s 2016 cam-
paign with withering criticism of
the bureau but a meager court
record that fell far short of the
former president’s prediction he
would uncover the “crime of the

century.”
The report Monday from

special counsel John Durham
represents the long-awaited
culmination of an investigation
that Trump and allies had
claimed would expose massive
wrongdoing by law enforcement
and intelligence officials. In-
stead, Durham’s investigation
delivered underwhelming re-
sults, with prosecutors securing
a guilty plea from an FBI em-
ployee but losing the only two
criminal cases they took to trial.

The roughly 300-page report
catalogs what Durham says
were a series of missteps by the
FBI and Justice Department as
investigators undertook a politi-
cally explosive probe in the heat
of the 2016 election into wheth-
er the Trump campaign was
colluding with Russia to tip the
outcome. It criticized the FBI for
opening a full-fledged investiga-
tion based on “raw, unanalyzed
and uncorroborated intelli-
gence,” saying the speed at
which it did so was a departure

from the norm. And it said in-
vestigators repeatedly relied on
“confirmation bias,” ignoring or
rationalizing away evidence that

undercut their premise of a
Trump-Russia conspiracy as

Durham probe
critical of FBI, but no
new charges made
BY ERIC TUCKER
AND LINDSDAY WHITEHURST
Associated Press
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In his report released Monday, special counsel John Durham, shown
last year, criticized the FBI for opening a full-fledged investigation into
ties between Russia and Donald Trump’s 2016 campaign based on
“raw, unanalyzed and uncorroborated intelligence.”
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history.
Most notably, the sacrifices

Hmong made while fighting
alongside the United States
during the Vietnam War.
This year marked the 48th

anniversary of the final airlift of
Hmong and Lao veterans who
fought in the Vietnam War.

Fresno celebrated Hmong
American Day on Saturday at
the Fresno Center, paying hom-
age to the Hmong people’s
contributions in United States

Fresno announced an official
proclamation, with Mayor Jerry
Dyer stating the city is the first
in California to officially to
commemorate Hmong Amer-
ican Day.
Saturday’s celebration high-

lighted Hmong Americans’
history and cultural contribu-

tions in Fresno and beyond.
“We honor the legacy of the

Hmong people who served,
were wounded and lost their
lives to ensure the U.S. remains
the land of the free, knowing
we forever owe a debt of grat-

ERIC PAUL ZAMORA ezamora@fresnobee.com

Fresno Councilman Mike Karbassi, left, The Fresno Center CEO Pao Yang, second from left, Renee Ya from Tiger Byte Studios and Fresno
Mayor Jerry Dyer pose for a photo as Renee Ya holds the proclamation at the 2023 Hmong American Day celebration on Saturday in
Fresno.

Fresno celebrates Hmong
American Day with proclamation
BY BRYANT-JON ANTEOLA
bjanteola@fresnobee.com
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ANN ARBOR, MICH.
With new and used cars still

painfully expensive, Ryan
Holdsworth says he plans to
keep his 9-year-old Chevy
Cruze for at least four more
years. Limiting his car payments
and his overall debt is a bigger
priority for him than having a
new vehicle.
A 35-year-old grocery store

worker from Grand Rapids,
Michigan, Holdsworth would
probably be in the market for a
vehicle within a few years — if
not for the high cost. For now,
it’s out of the question.
“You’re not going to get one

for a price you can afford,” he
said.
Holdsworth has plenty of

company. Americans are keep-
ing their cars longer than ever.
The average age of a passenger
vehicle on the road hit a record
12.5 years this year, according to
data gathered by S&P Global
Mobility. Sedans like Holds-
worth’s are even older, on aver-
age — 13.6 years.
Blame it mainly on the pan-

demic, which in 2020 triggered
a global shortage of automotive
computer chips, the vital com-
ponent that runs everything
from radios to gas pedals to
transmissions. The shortage
drastically slowed global assem-
bly lines, making new vehicles

Americans
are holding
on to their
vehicles
longer than
ever

BY TOM KRISHER
Associated Press
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MAMMOTH LAKES
Flying thousands of feet

above the Sierra Nevada in a
plane equipped with specialized
imaging devices, Elizabeth Ca-

rey has been scanning the
mountains with lasers to pre-
cisely map the snow.
The snow blanketing the Sier-

ra lies so deep that the moun-
tain range looks surprisingly
swollen and “puffy,” said Carey,
who leads the flights as part of a
state-funded program.

“The amount of water that we
have in the snowpack this year
is just mind-blowing,” she said.
“It’s just been extraordinary.”
By mapping the snowpack

with laser pulses and spectrom-
eters, Carey and her colleagues
are able to provide a detailed
picture of one of the biggest

snow accumulations ever re-
corded in the state. The flights
are also collecting data to esti-
mate when and how fast the
snow will melt, helping Cali-
fornia officials prepare for the
runoff, manage water releases
from dams, and assess which
areas are most at risk of flood-
ing.
Their measurements, along

with estimates by other re-
searchers, show that when the
snowpack reached its peak in
April, it held approximately 40
million acre-feet of water, near-

ly as much as the total capacity
of all the state’s reservoirs com-
bined. Although some of that
snow has started to thaw at
lower elevations, much of it
remains in the mountains —
setting the stage for melting on
a vast scale, as well as enormous
river flows that could inundate
some low-lying communities.
To help prepare for the on-

slaught of snowmelt, state water
managers and emergency offi-
cials are relying on the extensive

Flight lets scientists map
snowpack, measure flood threats
BY IAN JAMES
Los Angeles Times
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